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This artid e pR'Kllts conc:cpu and issues relllc4 lOQ'Uling lhe Ullivenal Di.iltl
libnry I!Oalaining all the mativc worts of !be human race. Sueb l I~m
Jliscs a number of I«hnic.l, «OIlOlI\ie u41e,:a1 Issues ... bleh III:ed 10 be solYed
before the visiOQ Call be n:aliud. This artidc funher JlftKnts tbe cwrc:nl awus
and C\IlUn! directions ia digital libraries.

Library or the Future
The library of the future will be digital and havc the following fe.lures:
• conlllin ,u recotded knowledge online (billions of items)
• diJiuibutcd, maiolllined globally

• accessible by:
-

any person
in any language
.ny lime

-

anywhere on eanh
via the Internet

• searchable, brows.able and navigable by humans and machines, and
• lei IS the information resource for the 21s1 Century
This notion of the universal diJitailibrary is radical; in thai it ra4cs many
technical, social and legal problcft\$ yet 10 be solved. HOWCV<::T. lhc vis ion Ibat
"each home will be.ble to acccs.s electronic libraries and electronic muscwns
around the world vi. nclworts. allowinS U5erS II.> readily search and obtain
worldwide information on books, music and III based on their own paI1icular
intereSI$" will bve a profound impact on the wly we live, wod:;, and access

infonnltion.

DIgital "So Traditional Libraries
The shift from lrIditionallibnries 10 the digilll iJ 1M)( merely I technologiCiI
evolution. but requires I chanle in the paradism by wbicb people ICcess and
interlCl with infonnl tion.

A traditional library is characterized by the (ollowing:
• emphasis on storage and preservation of physical hems, panicularly
books and periodicals
• cataloging at a high level rather than one of detail, e.g., author and
subjcct indexes as opposed to fulhext
• browsing based on physical proximity orrelated materials, e.g .• books
on sociology are near one another on the shelves
• pIIlisivity: infannation is physically assembled in one place; users
must travel to the library to learn what is there and make use of it
By contrast, a digital library differs from the above in the (ollowing ways:
• emphasis on access 10 digitized materials wherever they may be IIXated.
with digitizatioD eliminating the need to own or store a physical item
• cataloging down 10 iooividual words or glyphs
• browsing based on hyperlinks, keyword, Of any defined measure of
relatedness; materials on the same subject do not need to be near one
another in any physical sense
• broadcast technology; users need oot visit a digital library except
electronically: for them the library exists at any place they can access
iI, e.g., home, il<:hool, office, or in a car

Everything Can Be Stored
The total number of different books produced si nce printing began docs not
exceed one billion. (The number of books now published annually is less than
one million.) If an average book occupies 500 pages at 2,000 characters per
page, then even without compression it can be stom! comfortably in one
megabyte. Therefore, one billion megabytes are suffICient 10 store all books.
This is 1015 bytes. orone petabyte. At commercial prices of520 per gigabyte,
this amount of disk storage capacity could be purchased for S20 million. So
it is certainly feasible to consider storing all books digitally.

Very Large Databases
A daLlbase ofa billion objects, each of which occupiesone megabyte, is large
but not inconceivable. Once one is comfortable with sizes of this kind, it is
feasible to imagine a thousand such databases, or to envision them all as
portions of the same global coll~tion. This amount of storage is sufficient 10
house not only all books, but all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

photographs
legis lative material. court decisions
museum objects
recorded mll5ic
theatrical perl"ormances, induoing opera and ballet
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• speechC5
• movies and videotape

Distributed Holdings
When infonnation is digitized and accessible over a network, it makes linle
sense to speak of its "Iocation," although it is technically resideR! on at least
one storage device somewhere, and that device is connected to at least one
computer. If the information is available at multiple mirror sites, it is even
less meaningful to speak of il being in a "placc." While traditional libraries
measl.U"t: their size by number ofboou, periodicals and other items held, the
relevanl statisliCli for a digital library is the site of the corpl15 its users may
access. This means thaI digilailibrarie.s will want 10 expand their "holdings"
by sharing digital [inks with other libraries. Unfonunltely. there seems to be
very little shating of thi s son taking place at present.
How can we understand the unwillingness of libraries to share contenl?
The question goes back totheold measure of the site ofa traditional librarythe number of books it holds. When a library expends funds to assemble
digitized works. it loses a IXlrtion orits prestige (or thinks it does) by aUowing
other librariC5 to copy or access its data. Ultimately. however, all material
should be accessible from every library.

Gore's Digital Earth
In 1998. Gore Vice PTesiclentofUSAstated tbat "A new .....aveof~hnological
innovation is allowing us to captUre. slore. Ploc:ess and display an unprecedented
amount of information about our planet and a wide variely of environmental
and cultural phenomena. .. . I believe we need a "Digital Earth." A mulri·
resolution, three-dimeru;ional representation of the planet, inlO which we can
embed vast quantities of geo-referenced data" . lie then called on sc::ienlists 10
create a digital map of the eanh al a re$Olulion of one meIer. SU(:h a projecl
will require lecbnical innovation beyond that required even for a digital library
containing every book ever wrinen. The aru of lhe earth in square melers is
about 5 x 10 1•. Sioring IWO megabytes of data per square meter (wbich would
include terrain data, imaging. environmental and other pertinenl informlltion)
will require loti bytes. an amount roughly equal to the amount of digital
storage currently present on earth.

Digitizalion
Ultimately, everything thaI people are interested in accessing will have to be
disitized. Thercuon is thai digitia.l searching will become so easy, inexpensive,
fasl and ubiquitous that users will not tolerate, or will not access, traditional
materials. Capture requires a concerted. shated. worldwide effort. The cost of
digitiling is IlOl tri vial. so it makes little sense for any work to be digitized
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The Eledronlc Book
II will be impossible to displace paper books if reading digit.1 ones is
inconvenienL In f.ct it is likely that an electronic book will have 10 offer
significantly more capability than . papefone 10 pin wide .ccepu.nce. TowllTtl
this end, several manufacturers are developing E-books which attempt 10
mimic the essential fealures of traditional books while providing huge
advantages. such as the ability to slOre 1.000 electronic books in the space of
one paper book and keep the user's place in uch.
The worldwide ecological burden imposed by paper books is immense.
Tremendous energy and human resoun:es arc required 10 grow and harvest
1reeS, conven them to paper, print and bind boob. transpOrt them to warcbouses.
maintain bookstores and ship the books from the warehouses 10 the bookstores.
The processes of making papeT and ink release noxiow; chemicals, to say
nothing of the fuel required IOtransport boxc:sofbooks allover the world. All
of this is done merely to disseminate infonn.tion that coold be disseminated
electronically with far greater speed and efficiency.
The chiefteehnical barrier 10 E-books at present is that theydo not capture
the familiar feel ofploper volumes. When this problem is solved, we will then
have 10 face the issue of how content is downloaded to them ,nd paid for.

InteroperabUity
Given that numerous libraries around the world will be developing digital
collections, how will it be possible fot. user of library A to aeces5 and view
materi.1 housed in library B?The e,;istence of numerous digilallibraric:s will
make it essential 10 share digitized items and ensure thatcawoging, 5ean:bing
and retrieval 10015 al each one can be used readily with materials from others,

Forma.. and Standards
While standards may have the effect of inhibiting innovation, they arc essential
10 interoperability. Agreement must be achieved on Jl.ICb fund.amenw issues
as how text is to be stored. Is it straight ASCn, Microsoft Word, IITML.
SG~. XML or something else? What kind of compression will be used? If
text ;&compressed, how will s.can::hing be done? How arc images, music and
videotape 10 be represented? If agreement i5 not reached, at 1~1 the number
of different ways in which works arc digitized should be reduced 10. number
small enough 10 allow each library 10 support them,
Digital libraries must also have a second set of intake standuds. going not
to technology but 10 quality and reliability, which arc discussed liter on.
Archivists question the permanence of digilal matcrlall lince they note that
electronic documents can be modified readily and the media on which they
reside become obsolete allust once eacb decade, The question then is bow
an ever-expanding corpus of information will be convened 10 new media and
fonnats as these evolve.
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Metad.ta
This term is often used to mean informalion abour an item. rather than the
information in the item itself. Examples include the author, title, dall of
acquisition, price paid, donor, tIC. It is plll'licularly critical to capture metadata
thai is not present in ot' derivable from the item. For example, the author's
dataofbirth is orten RO( printed in a book but can be important indislinsuishinS
amonS aulhon with similar names (particularly parents and children). Libraries
may "share" contenl by simply providing linb, but uniform access to the
content requires uniform meladata and a procedure for generating and storing
it economically. It is of liule avail to exchange documents at light speed if
they must be held up for months until a human calliogercan prepare meladata.

Cbanlcter Set Rcprnmtltloas
This is not merely a qllC$tion of different alphabets and writing systems, a
majot' hurdle in itsel f. but also an issucofhow characters atercprcscnted. For
eumple. there arc several widely differing mappings of Chinese characters
into ASCII. There is some apPeal to having a worldwide universal standard,
such 15 Unicode, but the notion of auempting to list all of the world's glyphs
and frcczc them in a standard reduces flexibil ity and tends to overlonk obscure
or variant writing systems and restrict the development of new ones. Possibly
a standard should be developed that permits new character sets so long as the
definition of the glyphs and the representation mapping is maintained in an
accessible location.

Scalability: Tbe Billion-User Problem
A majOC" problem encountered in digital library development is scalabilitythe expansion of system capabilities by many orders of magnitude. Fot' example,
a Web site. even one with huge capacity, may be choked if many people
access illt the same time. Assuming Ihat before long appro~imately a billion
people will be able to connect to the Internet, if only one per cent of them ate
interes~ in a topic (a number that is fit 100 low for subjects of global
concern such u the death ofPrinccs$ Diana). that is acollection of 10 million
people. If a server requires 100 millisccoDds 10 grant access to a Web page,
then the population wouJd have to wait 12 dlIys for everyone to see the same
page. Therefore, technology that seems instantaneous when used on a small
scale may become impossibly cumbersome when expanded.
One can imagine speeding up access to a page by adding more servers in
response to anticipated demand, but even this numerical solution docs not
scale. If the problem is delivery of an HDTV move (which takes 10 seconds
to download at 10 gigabits per second), distributing the film 10 even one
million people (a teoth of a per ceot of anticipated net users and fewer than
the attendance at a major film during its first weekend of release), would
require 120 days. Increuing the number of servers by an order of magnitude
would not make the delay even remotely tolerable.
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Bandwidth scalability is largely a hardware and networkina problem.
Keyword searching p~nts a problem of an entirely different son. The
commercial Web searchers now indel: approximately SO million documents.
A search can cuily return 1,000 hits. This is a number small enough that a
user could consider glancing at all of them to find what he wants. If the
corpus being searched contained SO billion pages (less than the number of
pages in all books), a search might return a million hits, which would instead
require I lifeLime of efran to review. Therefore, building a digital library
index, paniculafly one to be shared among many libraries. is not simply I
malleT of building a large ·ODe. Ae<:ess methods, screening and navigation
tools must also be provided
Even if a library has a few million books, its staffmembers can be generally
familiar with the nature and extent of its holdings. A library with a billion
books and seVeTal billion OthCT itclIl5 would be qualilatively different and
probably beyond the ability of any person 10 master. The sheer volume of
uansactions, catalog records, new acquistions and help reqUCSts would be
overwhelming. Thb is particularly Il\IC if tbc library pcmUts ICcesS by computer
programs as well as humans. It is apparent then thai new orpnizatioltai
concepts on a grand scale will be required ir digit.al information systems are
to scale properly.

Systems and Architecture
A digit.al library "system" is composed of mwtiple hltdware and software
components, including the following;

•
• computers and servers
• storage devices
• medii
• catalogs
• conveners
• networks
• di splays
~ ~~

•

•
•
•

multimedia interfaces
usage measurement software
human proccs.sing pmcedures
reference wistants

All of the above arc intecconneaed through networks and gateway software
and must be designed for scalability, interopcrability and reliability. This is a
daunting challcoge, panicularly since the technology in many of the areas is
changing rapidly. A sYSlem that uses one speech recognition system ror input
must be designed 50 that the rcc:ognizer can be replaced with another very
quicldy. OtheJwise, the digilillibrary, potentially one of the most responsive
and useful systems in the world, can become rossilized.
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Search
The problem of locating item5 in libraries is frequently referred to a$ "search,"
although that word tends to imply that one knows in advance what one is
looking for, and possesseslhandles indicators or index temu to serve as finding
aids. This IUlJT(IW view ignores the activity of browsing or even the higherlevel function of becoming acquainted in general with a library's holdings.
Browsing in a traditional library is a physicaJactivity-it involves scanning
shelves on which related works have been placed in pro:dmity, andoccasiona1ly
withdrawing them from the shelves for examination. Browsing in a digital
library is a logical activity mediated by a oompul!:r.ltdoes not require physical
proximity in any KIlle: indeed, two consecutive items examined maybe SlOfed
on different continents. The question. then. is how can a library user (not to
"y the library staft) become familiar with the whole of recorded human
infonnation in a way that makes it accessible and .useful?
We adopt the tenn "navigation" to ~n moving about in a digital collection.
Sean;h is adirected form of navigation in whic;h the goal is defined in advance
with reasonable clarity. The result of a search may be an item. a collection of
ilems, or any pan of an item, even down to a single glyph. Tools must be
provided that enable users to move about at varying levels of granularity
within the corpus.
The usual requirement for I search Is that tbe user is looking for I specific;
picc;c of information or I summary of what is available about a c;ertain topic.
A common case is that Ihe user wants the aJlSwer to a specific question, such
as when the postcard was invented. Only rarely does such a question b'aJlSlate
naturally into a keyword query. Such retrieval is indirect in the sense that Ihe
user wants to learn A, but formulates. query B. to which he receives a set of
retrieved cIocuments that must be scanned to determine whether the answer to
A is among them. It would be far better simply to allow the user to ask
question A instead of requiring him 10 convert it to some query language.
Non-Textual Matlc:'
The existence of Web searchers proves that text can be searched without
being indexed or cataloged. At least on a microscopic level. documents can
be located purely by their contenl. Many documents consist oflext plus other
information such as mathematical equations, tables and drawings, thai
themselves cannot be searched difectly but can often be located by the presence
of relted teXL Purely non-textual matttt is very different. Although substantial
progress is being made on video searc;hing (through the use of extensive
captioning cues, speech recognition IUld Olher aids), content searching of
music and visual materials is non-exis~1 or in its infancy. The problem is
further complicated by the existence of work that combines media in various
ways.
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Transllnguallssues
Most library items, particularly in non-English-speaking countries, are not in
English. The ~ntral translinguallibrary question is how U5er5 may navigate
through materials in foreign languages and make effective use of them.
Translingual search is currently a research problem for whichobviow solutions
do not work. A keyword search C&rulO! be made multilingual merely by
translating the keyword.!; one at a time. The number of possible translations of
each word may be very large. so an explosion in the number of hits may
result. This approach also takes no account of idioltUltic uses, untranslatable
words such ali particles, and numerous olher language-relaled phenomena.
An interim solution is the use of translation assistants-programs thlll offer
dictionary entries or pamal or suggested translations of text protiom. These:
show grut promise for users who are at least partially familiar with the
language of the retrieved document.
Synthetic Text
A user who is looking for genc:raJ information on a panicular topic is constrained
in tradilionallibraries 10 go to an encyclopedia (which may have no entry or
an outdated one on the topic of interest) or to refer to books thai are generally
about the subject under consideration. The time necessary for the user to
obtain an overview at the appropriate level may be 1arge because of the
volume of repetitive material obtained. Pro~ are needed that are able to
scan hits with the particular query in mind and produce abstracts. summaries.
translations or analyses of the retrieved material.

Inrormation Reliability
It $CCms inevitable that the class of works available through digital libraries
will include electronic-only publications. ephemeral and unreviewed materials
and even fabricated or countctfeit mallCf. The ease of publishing on the
Internet combined with the absence of traditional methods fOf evaluating
reliability makes it likely that library users wi\1 be retrieving works of
questionable authenticity and value. Issues concerning the Internet and digital
materials include:

• Reliability. How can a user (or an automated agent) evaluate the

•

•
•
•

reliability of digital materials? what information must be maintained
about the source of the item and its creator to facilitate a decision?
Ver!;lln control. How can changes made to a document be tracked and
the appropriate catalog entries updated?
Archiving. What assurance can there be that the digital materials will
be retained somehow in their original Conn for an indefinite period?
Authenticity. How can the genuineness of materials be assured?
Ro!'Vin>ls. The system should allow the user to scan reviews of the
retrieved work and then add his own reviews oreomments to a database.
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• Citations. How maya user readily lcam which works have cited the
retrieved work, either favourably or unfavorably?

Economics and Policy
while a huge amount of material is in the public domain and may be freely
assimilated into a digi~l library, the most valuable iterru are recent and
protected by copyright. In order 10 induce copyright owners 10 allow their
conte.nt 10 be: acccued or downloaded from digital libraries, mechaniSlmi
need 10 be developed to compensate them approprialely. 10 the most extreme
case, an author might himself produce but a sjnSle electronic copy of a work.
In order 10 justify his effort, lie mightltave 10 sell it for $100,000. Such a sale
would be impossible if the buyer were nol able to charge for use of tile
material. and in ract charge enough 10 make a profit.
Fonunately. digital libraries theoretically penni! precise measurement of
the use made of conlCllt. A secure browser. for example. might prevent copying.
printing or retransmission of malerial. Automated permission systems can be
developed whereby users can pay directly for certain kind.,o; of licenses. These
in tum require meladata concernins the collection of rights the library has
obtained for the item.
HowevCT. the implementation of charging requires another paradigm shift.
The cost of building and maintaining traditional libraries is borne by
governments. foundations and corporations. but hardly ever by individuals
direcly. Usage of materials is free. despite the high cost of maintenance. Note
that authors receive substantial money on account of libraries, because currenlly
each library thai wants a book must purchase a copy of it. and the autbon of
popular books receive large royalties. In the digital world, the following are
necessary to preserve this revenue stream:
I. centralized organizations finance

2. subscription fees
3. fees for individual use

PoUcy
Digital library policy includes several areas:
• Inurnarional coop~rarion. Many antiquities. national libraries and
much television content are government-owned. Will governments
share their materials with others? Can the world's nations cooperate to
build a worldwide digital library?
• Gov~rn~lIr 1>1. priwue[wulin8_ How will digital libraries be funded?
• NQlioMl prioriti~l_ Are digital libraries national priorities 10 be regarded
as fundamental infrastructure such as roads, or must they compete
with other projccts for funds?
• Allocation of ~sourru. Which works will be digiliz.ed flJ'lil? Should
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priority be given to items that arc decaying? How arc budgets to be
divided between sohwarelhardware and reseatehldevelopment?
• LWrarianship. How will educational programs for digital librarians
develop?
• Copyright laws and convelllions. Are the laws of various countries
conducive to digital exchange of information? Can content holders
prevent the use of materials In a digital age?

Conclusion
The Univenal Library can be accessed from the Web Site www.u/ih.org.At
present, there arc close 10 10,000 out of copyrigbt dJMic books avai lable at
the web site. In addition, the site has links to newspapers, magazines, paintings,
music. and video lectures. We are currently exploring the possibility of an
initial "million volwne digital library" projcct 1I3 phase I of getting "all
authored works on line". While the ultimate vision is will take many decades
and many billions of dollars, a global effort is create a universal infonnation
resource will lead to democratiution of infonnalion. promote understanding
and preserve OUT culture and heritage for generations to come.

